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Systems building techniques can provide schools that cost less and are more sensitive to changing needs than conventionally built facilities. But the systems approach is not a magic wand that can resolve overnight the financial and other problems confronting education. To obtain maximum benefits from the systems-built school, administrators and school personnel must be willing to rethink many of their traditional attitudes about how people live in buildings.

Applications of systems building techniques in other industries during the past several decades have proved the merits of the systems approach. But it was not until 1962, with California's School Construction Systems Development (SCSD) program, that the cooperative efforts of educators, architects, and contractors succeeded in applying systems techniques to school facilities construction.

This analysis and bibliography surveys the growth of systems building programs in education and reports on the experiences and conclusions of numerous architects and educators. The opinion expressed in all the literature reviewed is the same: systems building may well be the only cost-effective solution available for the design and construction of contemporary school facilities.

The author, Alan M. Baas, is employed by the Clearinghouse as a research assistant.

PHILIP K. PIELE
Director
Despite the significant progress that has been made in the school systems field . . . one important development has not taken place: the majority of school administrators and board members have given little, if any, serious consideration to whether the systems approach is right for them. This is a serious omission, in view of the crisis proportions that school building problems have assumed in many districts today: fantastic increases in school costs, due to inflation and rising interest rates; serious problems in getting work done on time; and tremendous requirements for school building flexibility.

School Management (September 1969), p. 66
Systems building must represent the cooperative efforts of educators, designers, industry, and legislative bodies. Its concepts are not difficult to grasp, but experiences in the field indicate that its ramifications demand substantial reevaluation of conventional attitudes and methodologies during design and construction phases of the planning process. In addition, the administrator who is resolved to continue capitalizing on the benefits of a systems-designed structure must be willing to effect lasting changes in the relationship between the school community and its physical environment.

Systems building does not immediately guarantee cheaper buildings, but it can result in lower construction costs and, if properly managed, a continued savings in maintenance and renovation costs. The use of the systems concept implies the need for an astute awareness of the school as a dynamic system once it is in operation. Thus, decisions regarding the arrangement of flexible spaces and the distribution of students and personnel must logically relate to the building's fundamental design if innovative change is also to be cost-effective.

There is still a tendency to use the terms systems building and building systems interchangeably. Strictly speaking, the former term refers to the organized process of decision-making whereby a building is designed and constructed. This process is derived from systems analysis and makes use of the best possible coordination techniques, including computer selection of building elements and programs such as CPM (critical path method) and PERT (program evaluation review technique) for the scheduling of the various phases of construction.

The systems approach can coordinate conventional building processes and materials or it can expedite the production and use of building systems. Building systems refers to those physical elements that can be put together to form the completed structure. An effective building system permits a wide range of alternative design solutions and is today understood to include those management and development functions relating to the production and use of the physical elements.

Systems building rationalizes the decision-making process in building design and construction. Buildings systems afford cost-effective and timely solutions to design problems. In theory, building systems do not require the systems approach for their implementation, but practice has shown that the two effectively complement each other. The school building projects reviewed in this paper all use the systems approach to coordinate building systems.
THE SYSTEMS APPROACH

Ehrenkrantz (1970) sees in the systems approach an opportunity for minimizing the "deceptions of narrow-minded thinking." As one of the leading innovators in systems building techniques, his analysis of the present state of that art provides a substantive perspective for anyone contemplating new construction. He asserts that a properly managed systems approach permits a completeness of problem definition unlike anything possible in the past. His remarks detail the distinctions between "open" and "closed" building systems and establish a context for future improvements in systems techniques.

The systems approach for incorporating design and construction information receives attention in a paper by Broadbent (1970). In addition to basic building technology data, the architect requires information about the cultural and physical contexts of the proposed structure, the objectives of the client, and the requirements of the users. Applying general systems theory to architectural design, Broadbent suggests that this data be correlated within a single "environmental design process." Against this background, he relates the systems concept to various points of view within the history of ideas, providing the reader with references to the fields of psychology, sociology, linguistics, cybernetics, urban planning, and philosophy.

Dietz (1967) answers fundamental questions on the use of computers in the building design process and provides basic information concerning the applications of systems analysis techniques to building problems. He discusses methods for analyzing and classifying design information and includes a detailed glossary of relevant terms.

Boice (1967) identifies the systems approach as integrating the process of the building coming into being. In such an approach, factory production and onsite construction processes are identified in the initial stages of building design and related to the problems of spacing and fitting of components. He maintains that to ensure minimum cost, high quality, and flexibility, the systems approach must be based on production volume, reasonable notice time to industry for tailor-made components, and clearly defined functional goals.

According to Griffin (1971), the development of the systems approach in school construction was stimulated by educational changes requiring new sets of spaces for which the specifications could be met only by changes in building technology and

SYSTEMS BUILDING TERMS

building system: "An assembly of building subsystems and components, and the rules for putting them together in a building. Normally these components are mass-produced and used for specific generic projects in a construction program." (Griffin 1971)

interface: "The common boundary between two building subsystems, components, or parts including both the physical contact which may or may not form a joint and the overlap of performance characteristics." (Building Systems Information Clearinghouse 1971a)

module: "In architecture, module usually refers to a three-dimensional unit with specific dimensions. In systems building, module is used more specifically to designate three-dimensional repetitive design and production units such as classrooms or paired dwellings with common stairs." (Rothenstein 1970)

modular coordination: "The establishment of both building dimensions and building material sizes as multiples of a common base module to facilitate the assembly of materials according to plan with a minimum of modification at the site." (Koppes and Green 1967)

performance specifications: Conventional specifications describe products and their uses in detail. Rather than detailing the product, performance specifications identify what a given component is required to do. Industry therefore can capitalize and expand on its own research and development to provide the required performance. (University of California 1966)

systems building: "The application of the systems approach to construction, normally resulting in the organization of programming, planning, design, financing, manufacturing, construction, and evaluation of buildings under single, or highly coordinated, management into an efficient total process." (Building Systems Information Clearinghouse 1971a)
construction management. Griffin sees the systems approach as both a revolution in management techniques and an improvement in building technology. To acquaint educators with its advantages, he examines four major systems building projects: California's SCSD and URBS, Montreal's SEF, and Florida's SSP.

Based on an examination of current trends in building volume, economic and population growth, and cultural and technological change, Schmid and Testa (1969) build a strong argument for wide-scale adoption of the systems building approach. Schmid's preliminary remarks set the context and establish the parameters for systems methodologies. Testa presents numerous photographic illustrations together with basic construction data for successful systems building projects. The book reviews the state of the art both in this country and abroad.

A concise summary of the present state of systems building is provided in a study on school construction economics published by the Washington State Office of Public Instruction (1971). The section dealing with systems building succinctly identifies its major benefits and describes substantial projects currently in existence. Recommendations for legislative response to systems building in education emphasize the importance of innovative thinking by school boards and state education departments.

**BUILDING SYSTEMS AND MODULAR DESIGN**

The success of an individual building system largely depends on how well it can interface with other subsystems. A heating-ventilation-cooling system may be highly efficient in its operation, but if its physical elements are not modularly coordinated to coincide with the necessary "slots" in the structural-roof system, it cannot be employed in a systems-designed facility. An important task in the management of a system's building project is insuring compatibility among subsystems.

In a state-of-the-art report to the architectural and educational professions, Koppes and Green (1967) agree that the logic and validity of modular design are well established and widely accepted. Present design and technological trends, particularly the systems approach, indicate continuing support for modular design and suggest its increased implementation as practical problems are resolved.

Its significance is reflected in the development of modular drafting techniques with an accompanying system of computer symbols. Making reference to British and American systems building projects, the authors point out the immediate advantages of modular construction in school facilities.

"Systems building is an idea whose time has come. Now that industry has proven its capacity to produce superior quality units in the factory, and assemble them quickly on the site at a dollar saving, who can afford to go a longer, costlier route?" — *School Management* (September 1969), p. 69.

The dependency of the systems approach on prefabricated components and modular subsystems in both design and construction processes receives attention in a case study by Boice ([1970]). Construction times are shortened and costs often lowered because the flexibility of prefabricated subsystems allows construction on the building shell to proceed while interior design is still in the planning stage.

The use of performance specifications provides additional control over construction costs and saves additional time by using products that have already been tested and used successfully. Boice reports on the experience of an architectural engineering firm that uses systems analysis as one approach to the design and construction of school facilities.

King and Weinstock (1970) describe several schools constructed under a building systems program. Common features include long spans for a minimum of supporting columns; systems for heating, cooling, and ventilating; movable walls; and nonglare lighting systems with easily rearranged elements. They note how interior furnishings and equipment can be systematically coordinated both to harmonize with the building design and to offer freedom of space and movement.

The history, advantages, and disadvantages of component building systems are surveyed in a speech by Halsall (1969). His discussion includes educational facilities in the United States, Canada, and England that have made use of this approach, and an explanation of the cost and effectiveness of such systems as SEF, SCSD, CLASP, and SSP.
MAJOR SYSTEMS BUILDING PROJECTS

ABS  Academic Building Systems (states of California and Indiana)

CLASP  Consortium of Local Authorities Special Programme (England)

RAS  Recherches en Amenagements Scolaires (Montreal Catholic School System)

SCSD  School Construction Systems Development (California)

SEF  Study of Educational Facilities (Metropolitan Toronto School Board)

SSP  Schoolhouse Systems Project (Florida)

CALIFORNIA'S SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

The School Construction Systems Development (SCSD) Project was conceived in 1961 to represent a group of California school districts whose construction needs amounted to over twenty million dollars. It was decided that the districts represented sufficient buying power to interest manufacturers in researching and developing subsystems of compatible modular components that could then be applied in the design and construction of individual schools.

This project was the first major exploratory effort in systems building for education. A feasibility study done at the time indicated that the likelihood of a national market developing would provide an incentive for industry. The bidding procedure outlined performance specifications but did not make any restrictions on the design of individual parts or on their materials.

Boice and others (1965) provide a detailed report on the SCSD project. The project attempted to develop an integrated system of standard school building components that was adaptable, economically feasible, and time-saving. Component subsystems include:

- structural system and roof
- ceiling system (integrating lighting, heating, and electrical distribution)
- air conditioning
- demountable partitions

In addition, cabinet work and storage lockers were subjected to modular coordination.

Performance specifications, developed by the Educational Facilities Laboratories (EFL), were designed to assist in the implementation of educational developments by giving educators flexibility in the planning and use of school buildings. Primarily, such flexibility requires economically movable partitions and long spans to provide large areas of space. Lighting and ventilating systems are designed to match flexible space arrangements as they change in response to curriculum needs.

"In systems building, with its special mobility, we finally have an architecture that recognizes the most important ingredient — people" — Robbie, AIA Journal (November 1969), p. 66.

The system employs a structural technique that uses the inherent structural properties of a steel roof deck; it does not include exterior walls. The authors point out that while the total concept provided for an infinite variety of buildings, the individual components were not always compatible.

A set of educational specifications drafted by the First California Commission on School Construction Systems (1963) gives information on bidding procedures, a description of the construction program, procedures for submitting a proposal, data and conditions related to the development phase of the project, component contracts, and general conditions and procedures. Performance specifications are outlined for the four subsystems.

An interim report by the Educational Facilities Laboratories (1965) presents a brief history and explication of the SCSD. The report includes detailed structural and performance specifications for the four subsystems and is illustrated by schematics and photographs.

Benet (1967) reports on an EFL study demonstrating the efficiency, flexibility, and spatial planning of SCSD high schools. He concludes that systems-designed schools can creatively meet the needs of today's changing educational environment.

FLORIDA'S SCHOOLHOUSE SYSTEMS PROJECT

In 1966 the Florida State Department of Education organized the Schoolhouse Systems Project (SSP), thereby relieving individual school districts...
of the tasks of legally organizing themselves for bidding, contracting, and purchasing procedures. As school districts were organized into legal groups, specifications were written and bids sought. This process was repeated each time a group was formed, thereby providing a continuing interaction among manufacturers, designers, and construction industries to stabilize prices and increase industry incentive.

The SSP adopted the basic performance specifications developed by the SCSD project, substituting hurricane wind provision requirements for the earthquake resistance specifications of the California project. Later programs adapted newer, more sophisticated criteria for various subsystems as technology made them available.

SSP's first-phase report, published by the Florida State Department of Education (1967), considers the development of integrated building systems with regard to stimulation of research and development, performance specifications and competitive bidding, and roles of contractors, labor, architects, and engineers. The document evaluates the quality, design freedom, costs, and construction time of SCSD-type schools in four states. Recommendations are made concerning the use of existing components for single schools and for a volume buying program. Further suggestions discuss time schedule of the research and development program, legal authority, staff, and financing.

**TORONTO'S STUDY OF EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES**

Toronto's Study of Educational Facilities (SEF) is the most comprehensive systems building program in existence. A broader range of subsystems permits more competitive bidding, and an "open system" of specifications allows for the same components to be produced by different manufacturers and used interchangeably.

The open system is considered an improvement over the "closed system" employed by the SCSD project, where components are designed to integrate exclusively with one another. With the open system, the buyer has the freedom to select from a number of possible choices; in the closed system, the buyer must purchase the components specified.

Two speeches by Robbie, former SEF technical director, describe the Toronto building system and explain its general theories.

In the first, Robbie (1969a) discusses the project's organization and presents the rationale for selecting an open systems approach to the school board's building needs. He also gives information regarding SEF's ten subsystems and principal nonsystem items. A subsystem is defined as an identifiable, complete, physically integrated, dimensionally coordinated, installed series of parts that function as a unit without prescribed performance limits.

Specific requirements are given for an overall project time schedule, program budget, bidding procedures, and quality control procedures. In addition, codes and standards, bids and bid evaluation, and individual project construction receive attention.

Robbie's second speech (1969b) repeats the basic description of SEF and presents his views on the general principles of systems building as they might affect architecture and the economy.

Additional documents published by the Metropolitan Toronto School Board provide working guidelines for academic specifications and user requirements in that city's SEF schools. The first (1968) relates local Toronto conditions to the K-6 schools. The second (1969) focuses on the early adolescent and the cultural matrix in which the student and school system coexist, giving information concerning the development of intermediate schools.

Both documents consider in detail the steps necessary for formulating educational objectives and surveying school plant needs. Tables, technical data, and illustrations for all areas of the school supplement the text.

A recent document by the Metropolitan Toronto School Board (1972) provides a detailed evaluation of that city's systems building program. A comparison of SEF schools with non-SEF schools and open plan facilities with traditional facilities indicates
"Make no mistake about it: The systems building explosion is on its way and there's no way to stop it." — Balchen, AIA Journal (November 1969), p. 67.

widespread positive response to systems built schools. One of the theoretical ideals of the systems approach to school construction is the provision of cost-effective flexible spaces to accommodate innovative educational trends. Results of questionnaires concerning various physical characteristics of each school indicate modular components (essential to SEF schools) are well suited to flexibility requirements of open plan schools. This substantive report also provides an annotated bibliography of open plan facilities documents.

**UNIVERSITY RESIDENTIAL BUILDING SYSTEMS**

The University Residential Building Systems (URBS) project, undertaken by the University of California, was intended to provide forty-five hundred dormitory units in its first phase. After suffering some setbacks, such as a reduction in the number of units to two thousand and an accompanying loss of interest on industry's part, the project has proved that systems building techniques can be applied to specialized construction requirements such as those for housing, motels, nursing homes, and so forth. Griffin (1971) provides a concise overview of the URBS project.

The Phase I Report (University of California 1966) of URBS describes the university's performance specifications and the performance grading techniques whereby different building components are evaluated.

Performance specifications are derived from an analysis of student needs and the programming and design requirements of the overall project. Grading evaluation is in terms of initial cost, satisfaction of user needs, and expected maintenance and operation costs for each building component. Detailed studies of existing buildings provide performance data and compare projected maintenance and capital costs.

The Phase II Report (University of California 1968) identifies objectives of the URBS project as the achievement of significant gains in environmental qualities concurrent with reductions in the costs for construction, maintenance and alteration of student housing facilities" and the building's adaptability "to changes in the physical environment and in the use of space over a period of many years as programs and requirements change." Evaluation of bids for URBS components presented in this document indicates that these expectations have been achieved.

The bidding procedure requires a preliminary design, a final design, and a final priced proposal. This process separates questions arising from technical and aesthetic matters from those relating to cost. In addition to background information on priced proposals and bidder attrition, the document provides illustrations of URBS requirements and manufacturer proposals.

The third document in the project (University of California 1969a) gives basic information and guidelines on the use of URBS components for architects and engineers. The systems approach requires that components and materials be coordinated at their design stage so that user requirements, production, site installation, maintenance, appearance, and cost can be considered simultaneously.

Another document relating to the URBS project (University of California 1969b) gives substantive user requirements for dormitory facilities.

"I believe it is clear that we lack in our architectural methods at present any reliable or consistent means of evaluating the performance of finished buildings in terms of their ability to satisfy human needs" — Eberhard, AIA Journal (July 1968), p. 36.

**ACADEMIC BUILDING SYSTEMS**

The Academic Building Systems program (ABS) represents a joint effort of Indiana University and the University of California to develop a building components system that can be applied to academic building requirements in either state. It represents a further development of techniques explored first in SCSD and later in the URBS project. Since the project is still in its development phase, documentation is minimal.

The University of California and Indiana University have published a series of reports presenting the results of a systems analysis of the problem of pro-
viding science and engineering buildings at the university level. The study was conducted within the ABS program.

The first ([1971a]) includes a user survey and background studies of academic methods used in ascertaining future uses of existing buildings. The second (1971b) relates construction costs to performance and includes studies of alteration costs and different space types. The third (1971c) is a technical manual for using the ABS approach in programming, designing, and constructing such facilities. Included is a detailed treatment of the five ABS subsystems.

**EUROPEAN SYSTEMS**

England's Consortium of Local Authorities Special Programme (CLASP) was instituted in 1957 to make use of the economies available through large-group purchases of prefabricated building components. In ten years, 703 buildings were constructed and the group was expanded to include several universities and local public bodies. Its membership is open to any authority in that country wishing to participate and it has provided the model for many European experiments in consortium purchasing.

The CLASP approach in higher education facilities is discussed in a document published by the Department of Education and Science in England (1970). This bulletin describes the various stages involved and discusses the differences between building system design and single building design. In addition, it reports the results of investigations into user needs and general performance specifications for heavy-duty buildings and summarizes the project's technical results.

The consortium approach in England also receives attention from Orlowski (1969) in his comparative study of the economies and flexibility afforded by use of prefabrication and modular components in Europe. After summarizing the history and general advantages of England's CLASP, he identifies its primary disadvantages:

- the performance of the system has been raised over the last few years to cope with a wider range of buildings, e.g. Universities, and the extra cost of this within the system has made it difficult for Architects to produce small primary schools within cost limits using the same pieces. One system cannot expect to be economical for all types of building;
- the system in some respects is too well developed and integrated with the result that there is little cost flexibility. An Architect wishing to make savings on his particular job will have very little scope for substituting cheaper, non-system components as this would cut across agreements on quantities between the Consortium and the suppliers of standard components. (pp. 38-39)

Other English consortium groups with basically the same characteristics as CLASP receive equal attention in this document. In addition, Orlowski discusses the current state of the field in West Germany, Switzerland, and Germany, where his research was drawn from school visits and meetings with leading authorities.

---

**Stages of Systems Development**

Problem analysis, data gathering, and statement of objectives. This stage involves a cluster of activities where the unique characteristics of the proposed construction are examined and a "system" is created to account for: (1) the present state of design and construction technology, (2) all the parts of the particular problem and whatever relationships might exist among them, (3) relative variables and constraints affecting the objective, (4) both present and future user requirements.

Development of performance specifications on the basis of the "system picture" obtained during the first stage.

Generation and evaluation of alternative solutions.

Selection of the solution best capable of meeting performance criteria and the variables that were identified in the first stage. In a sophisticated program, computers assist in the decision-making process and a cost-benefit analysis governs the final choice of solutions and the products that will go into the construction of the facility.
Earlier documents dealing with component building systems in England and published by the Department of Education and Science are of interest. The first (1964) outlines a common-dimensional controlling discipline for structural systems, ceiling heights, floor and roof depths, changes of level, and the spacing of structural supports. The discipline is intended to establish a dimensional framework for components, but not to establish actual dimensions for individual components.

"There is now sufficient knowledge, experience, and technology to enable any district on the continent to build a single school through the systems approach" — Griffin (1971).

The second document (1968) discusses the coordination of building components as a move toward establishing a national pool of dimensionally related components. To achieve this goal, the publication identifies those characteristics that must be standardized for multiuser implementation and suggests conventions of component assembly.

INFORMATION RESOURCES

The Building Systems Information Clearinghouse (BSIC) has published three documents that are of interest to administrators contemplating component construction.

The first, by Boice (1969), provides preliminary data about all relevant systems building products that could be used in a “post-SCSD” school—that is, products developed in accord with the principle of dimensional coordination and the fundamental performance characteristics of the SCSD project. The document surveys the problems of compatibility among subsystem components, identifying those components that are compatible with one another. In addition, it lists manufacturers’ representatives for those who wish information beyond the limits of the catalog.

The second BSIC publication (1969) provides a list of 113 schools from twenty-three states that have been either designed or constructed with the building systems approach. The extent of each school’s involvement in the systems approach is described in terms of four major subsystems: structure, lighting-ceiling, heating-ventilating-cooling, and demountable partitions.

The third document published by BSIC (1971a) attempts to provide a state-of-the-art study of building systems with an emphasis on their educational applications. The publication provides a comprehensive introduction to the field, including a glossary and a survey of information resources. Further discussion includes a generalized model of a building systems project and descriptions of the functions of programming, design, and multimillage bidding.

An annotated bibliography published by the Stanford University School Planning Laboratory ([1969]) collects publications and reports dealing with five major courses of structural building research: School Construction System Development (SCSD), University Residential Building Systems (URBS), Florida Schoolhouse Systems Project (SSP), Study of Educational Facilities (SEF), and the Montreal Catholic School System project, Recherches en Amenagements Scolaires (RAS).

WHAT THE JOURNALS SAY

Several major treatments of systems building can be found in the journals. The August and September 1969 issues of School Management (“Parts One and Two of a Special Report”) provide a comprehensive survey of the state of the field. The articles examine systems applications in various contexts, noting the advantages and disadvantages of major projects in the United States and Canada. The contents strongly recommend that administrators contemplating systems building become familiar with its concepts and ramifications and that governmental cooperation be sought to expedite volume purchasing.

Building Research devotes its April-June 1970 issue to capsule analyses by leaders in the field of systems building. Included are a state-of-the-art report, the SEF user requirements, a discussion of necessary preliminary conditions, and a critique highlighting the disadvantages of SCSD. The last subject is of particular value in that the bulk of the literature on SCSD has been devoted to its advantages. The author of the critique, Charles Gibson, the chief of the California Bureau of School Planning, gives valuable counterpoints to be considered by administrators and designers contemplating systems buildings. These include the physical shortcomings of component systems, industry’s resistance to change, and unimaginative responses by both planners and users.
The September-October 1966 issue of *Building Research* examines comprehensive building systems and gives a valuable historical perspective on the field of systems building. One article traces the development of the field to several interacting causes: industry's search for markets, client's desires for shorter hours and lower costs, and growing complexities in building technology resulting in the architect's dependency on industry for research and development. The problems and techniques of the building systems concept are explored and its impact on industry is examined. Other articles examine the subject from the manufacturer's point of view, discuss the development of mechanical systems, and analyze the obstacles to popular acceptance of the concept. Numerous journal articles focus on particular aspects of the systems approach and describe individual case studies of systems built schools. The bibliography contains a representative sampling of such articles together with brief annotations.

**Evaluation, Refinement, and Application**

The SCSD project in 1961 marked the beginning of a decade of rapid growth in systems building techniques. These were implemented in a number of major programs, many of which continue today and in themselves are vast enough to represent a wide range of concept development. There have also grown up in the past two years a variety of "second stage" projects—refinements of techniques originally spearheaded in SCSD and substantially developed during the last decade. Among these are Boston's BOSTCO and Detroit's CSP.

Vital progress has been made in educating manufacturers, building trades, and architects in the systems concept and its ramifications. Recognition is growing in local and state governments of the economies afforded by the approach, particularly in the light of the rapid growth of components manufacturing. As these trends continue, the second decade should see the lifting of many of the restraints currently impeding such systems processes as volume buying and trade union coordination. But, as *School Management* ("Part Two of a Special Report" 1969) has pointed out, effective systems building programs require that legislators and educational administrators thoroughly grasp the implications of the approach. This is brought out clearly in the Massachusetts study of school construction costs, which recommends strong legislative action to

**Recommended Legislative Action**

In addition to the article in *School Management* quoted at the beginning of this paper, a number of other documents have stressed the need for action at the executive and legislative levels of local and state governments to cut across legal and political barriers to systems building techniques. Recommendations contained in a publication by the Washington State Office of Public Instruction (1971) provide a good summary of subjects needing legislative investigation:

- Consortium organization and operation, including authorizations, management, and policies
- Standardized space allocation studies
- Standardized construction cost analysis and reporting methods
- Performance specifications
- Unified format for the summation of design program requirements
- Standardized components and their combination into feasible building systems
- Implementation of the English "quantity surveyor" technique
- Standard pricing and production policies
- Bulk buying procedures and policies
- Design studies showing the possible range of building types that can be created with a "kit of parts" building system containing a limited number of parts
- Generation of a suggested program of action to implement a school building system, together with schedules and budgets
“Since the key to getting the right building lies with the schoolman, it seems inevitable that educators will play a key management role in the coordination of systems projects, as part of a new and closely knit ed specs team.” — School Management (September 1969), p. 72.

expedite systems construction programs. Another study concerned with the same systems approach for the 1970s is Texas A & M University’s evaluation of higher education facilities construction.

A BSIC/EFL Newsletter (Building Systems Information Clearinghouse 1971b) discusses two cases of the “refinement and application stage” of systems building. First, the Boston Standard Component System (BOSTCO) demonstrates that procedures and materials developed by large-scale building programs such as SEF can be adapted to fit different situations. In addition, the newsletter reports on Boston’s success with dovetailing a systems building program with existing governmental processes—a task crucial to the success of such programs. The second case study involves Detroit’s Construction Systems Program (CSP), a citywide school building commitment similar to that of BOSTCO.

To illustrate the results of ten years of EFL involvement in school building systems programs, the newsletter displays a chart of significant data concerning eight programs to which EFL gave financial assistance. And to round out its issue, the same newsletter presents a progress report on a major systems building project, Montreal’s RAS.

A study commissioned by the Massachusetts Advisory Council on Education (Campbell, Aldrich, and Nulty [1971]) finds systems building to be the most cost-effective solution to that state’s school construction needs. After a lengthy and detailed appraisal of school building cost factors, the researchers urged the state legislature to create a corporation to serve as a management tool for centralizing planning, building, and financing at the state level. Drawing from examinations of various major systems programs, the authors emphasize that systems building requires a “total process” wherein planning, design, contracting, and construction management interact constantly. In this way there would be regular opportunities for evaluating work in progress against related variables such as final objectives, user requirements, technological improvement, and changes in labor-management relations. A second document (Campbell, Aldrich, and Nulty 1971) summarizes the study’s conclusions and recommendations to the Massachusetts legislature.

A report by Texas A & M University (1971a) details a year-long study of possible benefits in cost, time, and facility utilization of a systems building approach for Texas college and university construction. The first part of the report deals with trends and needs in higher education and the related architectural implications. A subsequent discussion of alternative building delivery processes is followed by a consideration of the utilization of present and future facilities.

A summary report (1971b) presents extracts from the work report itemizing requirements trends, examples of successful building systems projects, study findings concerning systems building processes, and recommendations for the state of Texas. Its recommendations suggest (1) the acceleration of scheduling techniques, such as overlapping the design and construction processes and prebidding the building subsystems; (2) a statewide centrally coordinated program to aggregate similar building needs and initiate purchase agreements with industry; and (3) the development of a computer scheduling service for academic space utilization.

CONCLUSION

The systems approach enables educators to treat the schoolhouse, together with students, school personnel, and educational methods, as components of a single complex system. Systems building programs for school construction have shown that it is possible to analyze a behavioral process such as education and determine the performance required of the physical facilities to house that process. With flexibility as a built-in characteristic, the educational environment can now be as sensitive to change as are the people it shelters.

At the present stage of systems building, it is now possible to construct single facilities using systems techniques. Enough manufacturers have entered the field of component production to eliminate the need for volume purchasing. However, much work remains to be done by legislators and educators to facilitate legal and political aspects of systems building programs. The future holds great promise; the machinery has been refined and all that remains is the active commitment of schoolmen to a new way of thinking about building.
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